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AD 29TH ERA (1401 – 1450 AD): 29TH SIGN PEGASUS “HOLY ONES SHINE LIKE STARS”
STAR PROPHECY

Pegasus is a bright sign: one star of the 1st
magnitude, two of the 2nd , three of the 3rd, and
four of the 4th magnitude.
In the neck is Markab: ”Returning From Afar”.
In the head is Algenib: “Who Carries”.
In the nose is Enif: ”The Nose”. The front legs
attach at Scheat: “Who Goes and Returns”.

HISTORICAL EVENTS

Wycliffe’s challenge to Catholic teaching gains wider
support. In a way, Wycliffe is resurrected & returns.
1403 AD Jan Hus begins preaching Wycliffe’s ideas:
gains support of King Wenceslaus of Bohemia
1412 AD Jan Hus appeals to Jesus Christ as the
supreme authority: bypassing all Church laws

Pegasus is also a large sign in the northern sky,
with the great square pattern clearly visible.

1413 AD Supporters of Wycliffe march on London

It pictures a winged horse coming head-first
down from above in brilliant array.

1415 AD Jan Hus burned at the stake

The head of Pegasus is just above the sign of
Aquarius ”Servant Washes Feet” but upside
down and looking back at the sign of Cygnus:
”Resurrected Saints”. To the backside of Pegasus
is Andromeda: ”Slave Woman in Chains”
Aquarius is the Suffering Servant: the day of
Pegasus will be his great reward. All will rise
from the dead. But those who honored God in
this life will return in power & glory!

1414 AD Jan Hus is put in a Dominican dungeon

1429 AD Joane d’Arc arrives at the siege of Orleans:
carries a banner; French victory over the English!
1430 AD Joane d’Arc is captured by the English
1431 AD Joane d’Arc, a peasant girl, astounds her
judges by providing perfect replies to theological
questions invented to trap her as a heretic. The trial
arrives at a guilty judgment without evidence and
Joane d’Arc is burned at the stake.
NB: A ‘holy one’ serves a higher cause than this life.
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